“Terrorism is carried out purposefully, in a coldblooded, calculated fashion. The declared goals of
the terrorist may change from place to place. He
supposedly fights to remedy wrongs -- social,
religious, national, racial. But for all these
problems his only solution is the demolition of the
whole structure of society. No partial solution, not
even the total redressing of the grievance he
complains of, will satisfy him -- until our social
system is destroyed or delivered into his hands.”
~ Benjamin Netanyahu ~

TERROR WILL CONTINUE ... A FEW THOUHTS
POST LONDON ACTIVITIES OF LAST FRIDAY.
Our desensitized reaction to Islamic terror is a testament to our
sanitization from truth and statistics, the woke-ness of liberals in
scrubbing Islam of Islamic Jihad, and the left's welcomed
installment of ISIS as the only criticisable actor.

Post every Islamic act of terror, government officials will spew
the same reactionary malarkey: “This act will not divide us. We do
not fear.” Nothing will be said about preventing future Islamic
terror. They know (and we know) - there are no preventive
measures against Islam aspiring death for Allah, religious
requirement to get rid of infidels, and Muslim-rearing in theocratic
dictatorships with unquestioned supremacy of Sharia Law. They
also know that it’s much too late once Islam impregnates
society.
Today, there are 20,000 Islamic Jihadists on the British watch
list. 37 acts of terror resulting in 100 deaths have been carried
out in Britain alone since 2001. Thousands have been averted.
Until every surviving victim of terror, or their next of kin, will sue
their government for allowing unvetted Islam to infiltrate, for
early prison releases, and for allowing those on their watch lists
to walk the streets...terror will continue.
Thanks to Valerie Sobel

Nothing to Worry About: London Bridge Jihadi Was
Safely 'Deradicalized'
London Bridge jihad murderer Usman Khan was at Cambridge University
Friday, attending a prisoner rehabilitation conference, when he suddenly
decided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the “deradicalization” process:
Khan stabbed Jack Merritt, 25, to death at what the Daily Mail called a
“prisoner rehabilitation conference that paired jailed killers with students
and held creative writing workshops.”
This universal failure is no surprise. Deradicalization programs are based on
a false premise: that jihadis are misunderstanding Islam and
misinterpreting the Qur’an, and can simply be shown the error of their
ways. If the true teachings of Islam are peaceful, then all that needs to be
done is show the jihadis how they’re overlooking all the peace, and all will
be well. But since the Qur’an and Sunnah are full of commands to make
war against and subjugate unbelievers, the idea that jihadis can be

“deradicalized” by reference to them is just a myth told to infidel
authorities to lull them into complacency.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/nothing-to-worry-about-london-bridge-jihadiwas-safely-deradicalized/

Free to Roam: Hate preacher Anjem Choudary who
‘inspired’ London Bridge killer pictured on our
streets
VILE hate preacher Anjem Choudary is roaming our streets today after
'inspiring' the London Bridge terror attack. Shameless Choudary, 52, was
pictured in east London wearing an ankle tag after his disciple Usman Khan
butchered two in a murderous rampage last Friday.
Anjem Choudary was notorious for spreading hate for years but was able
to evade justice for a decade despite ties to known terrorists such as the

Lee Rigby's killer Michael Adebolajo. In 2016 he was finally nailed along
with a key deputy for inciting support for ISIS. Since his release last year
he lives under the toughest licence conditions ever imposed, including a
ban on mixing with his former al-Muhajiroun disciples.
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10467378/anjem-choudary-electronic-taglondon-bridge-terrorist-links/

It’s time to get real about Islamist terror
Censorship and cowardice have helped radical Islam to flourish. It’s time
for a change. We’ve seen this for years now. Even to use the i-word —
Islam — in relation to recent acts of terrorism is frowned upon. Anyone
who gets angry about these attacks, whether it was 7/7 in 2005, the
slaughter at the Manchester Arena in 2017 or yesterday’s stabbings, risks
being denounced as ‘Islamophobic’. The left, including the left that
currently runs the Labour Party, is myopically devoted to distracting
attention from the Islamist threat. ‘What about the far right?’, they’ll say.
Such cynical and spineless whataboutery wilfully overlooks that the far
right has not killed anywhere near 500 people in Europe over the past five
years — Islamists, on the other hand, have. ‘Don’t look back in anger’, we
are told after Islamist attacks. In short, lay a flower, be sad for a day, and
then move on — whatever you do, don’t talk about it.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/11/30/its-time-to-get-real-aboutislamist-terror/
]

Breaking News:
Terrorist Attack Today in
Pensacola from the
Religion of Peace
Suspected Shooter at Naval Air Station at
Pensacola was a Saudi National
The suspected gunman who killed three people and injured several others
at a naval base in Pensacola, Florida, on Friday morning was a Saudi
national, according to law enforcement sources. Sources identified the
shooter, who was killed in the incident, as Mohammed Saeed Alshamrani.
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/active-shooter-reported-navalair-station-pensacola-n1096966e second

Canada
Chasing a seat on the dysfunctional UN Security
Council is a waste of Canada's time
The United Nations is as inane and worthless a policy objective as could
possibly be devised. The UN is a moribund and corrupt organization that
instead of providing a first step to world government is primal scream
therapy for the world’s most poorly and despotically governed and
economically impoverished countries. Canada would make an important
contribution to the world if it proposed serious reforms to the UN, tying
voting rights to respect for defined human rights.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-chasing-seat-on-thedysfunctional-un-security-council-is-a-waste-of-canadas-time

Bill 21 is an outrage, but Canada must tread
carefully
Bill 21 is partly a reaction to Islamist annoyances, but it is mainly a group
affirmation of the triumph of atheism in Quebec. History indicates that that
may not always be considered a liberation; religious practice fluctuates and
has never been durably eradicated. But since the entire society is invested
in the liberation myth, too much hostility from English Canada, and
especially the federal government, could, as Peter White wrote, be
dangerous for Canada.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-bill-21-is-an-outrage-butcanada-must-tread-carefully

Chilliwack, BC, Forced to Become "City with Most
Rainbow Crosswalks in the World"
A rainbow crosswalk is a political symbol that is not inclusive of the general
public and represents a minority group who are intolerant and often hateful
toward those who do not agree with their worldview. Rainbows painted on
crosswalks, benches and murals as well as rainbow flags help to further
their agenda.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/12/chilliwack-bc-forced-to-becomerainbow-crosswalk-city-world.html

Jewish student targeted by McGill student
government in alleged anti-Semitic bullying
Jordyn Wright, a Jewish student and part of the Student Society of McGill
University’s (SSMU) Board of Directors, was targeted by her university’s
student government over her decision to attend a trip to Israel sponsored
by Hillel Montreal. Jordyn further says that only she was targeted, “despite
the fact that another non-Jewish Councillor will also be joining me on the
trip.”
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/jewish-student-targeted-by-mcgillstudent-government-in-alleged-anti-semitic-bullying/

The Rise of the Organized Muslim Vote in Canada
Demography is destiny, as the saying goes. Yet people are sheepish about
discussing this issue. It’s considered politically incorrect to even
acknowledge that the Muslim population – and therefore the Muslim vote –
is increasing in Canada faster than other groups. No wonder. The whole
thing that spurred the human rights tribunal battles involving Mark Steyn
over a decade ago was an essay that appeared in Maclean’s breaking down
the population numbers game and what it means for the future.
You can talk about this or you can ignore it. You can see it as a positive,
negative or neutral phenomenon. But whatever your take, there’s no
denying that the Muslim vote in Canada is growing and so is its influence.
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/furey-the-rise-of-the-organizedmuslim-vote-in-canada

Beyond Jordan Peterson: Free Speech on Campus
In October 2016, a University of Toronto psychology professor named
Jordan Peterson gave an impassioned speech to student protesters in front
of Sidney Smith Hall. The events surrounding Peterson at the time would
spark a larger discussion about free speech on university campuses across
Canada that continues to this day. So, how did we get here? Is free speech
really under threat on university campuses today?
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/beyond-jordan-peterson-free-speech-oncampus

C3RF Update – 6 December 2019
This week's update moves on from the neo-Marxist and Islamist "march
through the institutions" to discuss how the British Empire and its
emanations have done likewise to help develop a North American "Deep
State". Is it any wonder that globalism and its projects have a stranglehold
on the Canadian political agenda?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/12/05/C3RF-MemberUpdate---06-Dec-2019

Christianity
Chick-fil-A, and America’s Fight to Hold onto
Religious Liberty
In trying to appease bullies who will never be satisfied with compromise,
Chick-fil-A has achieved little. Instead, it has emboldened the intolerant,
thrown outstanding charities under the bus, and harmed thousands of
innocent children and youth that benefited significantly from the help of
those charities. This issue is not with gay people; it’s with a small group of
anti-religious activists who refuse to tolerate other people’s beliefs and
seek to destroy anyone who doesn’t agree with their agenda.
https://townhall.com/columnists/kaycolesjames/2019/12/04/chickfila-andamericas-fight-to-hold-onto-religious-liberty-n2557439

Christian Revival Necessary to Save Europe, Says
Hungary’s Viktor Orban
Time and again Viktor Orban has proved to be a steadfast warrior for
Christianity and Europe, and his latest statements and the accompanying
actions of Hungary in supporting persecuted Christians provide divine
example to other leaders of Christian nations all over the world. May God
bless Hungary and its people.
https://bigleaguepolitics.com/christian-revival-necessary-to-save-europesays-hungarys-viktor-orban/

The Left Hates the Salvation Army - That's All You
Need to Know About Them
They provide these downtrodden people with not only food and shelter but
also human warmth and love. And they offer the people they care for the
one thing most likely to get them out of their predicament: meaning.
They offer it; they do not coerce it. And while the vehicle for this meaning
— Christian faith — may not be your faith or mine, so what? It takes a
truly narrow-minded bigot to want to deprive people of meaning just
because that meaning is rooted in faith or in a faith other than their own.
Yet, leftists — most especially LGBTQ groups, which spread a remarkable
amount of hate in the name of "love" — seek to crush The Salvation Army.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/12/prager-left-hates-salvationarmy-thats-all-you-dennis-prager

Immigration-Migration
Citizen Revolt: Resist Refugee Resettlement Dumps
Should U.S. citizens have input into whether their neighborhoods are
fundamentally and permanently transformed into United Nations refugee
camps full of welfare dependents and tax burdens? Government-funded
charities that profit mightily from the federal refugee resettlement program
say: "Hell, no!" But President Donald Trump and growing numbers of
informed Americans across the heartland are raising their voices to say:
"Heavens, yes!"
https://townhall.com/columnists/michellemalkin/2019/12/05/citizen-revoltresist-refugee-resettlement-dumps-n2557494

Environment
Watch: John Stossel Destroys Climate Change
Myths in Terrific Video
Pat Michaels, former president of the American Association of State
Climatologists, dissected the 12 year/extinction claim. “It’s warmed up
around one degree Celsius since 1900, and life expectancy doubled, yet

that temperature ticks up another half a degree and the entire system
crashes? That’s the most absurd belief.” The other side doesn’t want to
debate, they just want to impose their will, without question. So why are
politicians so eager to push all this on us? One word: control.
https://www.redstate.com/nick-arama/2019/11/24/watch-john-stosseldestroys-climate-change-myths-in-terrific-video

Freedom of Speech
Peaceful Death Threats by Bosch Fawstin
If the West acted as it ought to have and defended free speech, and widely
published the Danish Muhammad cartoons, and if cartoonists, particularly
prominent ones, drew Muhammad, and if our governments spoke in
defense of free speech, and against its enemies, maybe those at Charlie
Hebdo wouldn’t have been massacred.
https://www.theobjectivestandard.com/2019/11/peaceful-death-threatsby-bosch-fawstin/

Journalists Against Free Speech
All editors and publishers can take a couple of basic steps. One is to
concentrate on hiring journalists committed to the most important kind of
diversity: a wide range of ideas open for vigorous debate. The other step is
even simpler: stop capitulating. Ignore the online speech police, and don’t
reward the staff censors, either. Instead of feeling their pain or acceding to
their demands, give them a copy of Nat Hentoff’s Free Speech for Me—but
Not for Thee. If they still don’t get it—if they still don’t see that free speech
is their profession’s paramount principle—tactfully suggest that their talents
would be better suited to another line of work.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/12/journalists-against-freespeech-john-tierney

Around the World
Germany
All EU Members Must Take in Migrants

The V4's Visegrád (a cultural and political alliance of four Central European
states - the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) position is
clear. We are not willing to admit any illegal migrants into central Europe.
The success and security of central Europe is thanks to our pursuit of a
firm anti-migration policy, and this will endure.
"This is why central Europe is one of the most successful regions of the
European Union today, and its engine of growth. We do not tolerate any
kind of pressure and we Hungarians insist on our right to decide whom to
allow into our country and with whom we wish to live."
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15245/eu-migrants-relocation-quota

Iran
Revolution in Iran
A new generation wants an end to the Islamic Republic -- and a rebirth of
freedom. Last week, I asked the courageous Iranian people to send us
evidence documenting the regime’s violent crackdown of #IranProtests. So
far, we received nearly 20,000 messages. The U.S. already took action
against Iran’s Disinformation Minister. More sanctions are coming.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/11/revolution-iran-michaelledeen

Iranian Koran Scholar: Apply Koran 5:33 to
Protesters
The protesters’ appropriate Koranic punishment—per Koran 5:33:

“They should be tortured to death (i.e., crucified), not just simply killed. It
is the exact meaning of the verse (Koran 5:33), Our Allamah (Muslim
religious scholars and authorities) are good interpreters of the Koran…if
they’ve (the protesters) been dealt with in such ways, they wouldn’t dare
to protest again…And they should be punished and executed publicly and
where the crime was actually committed…their hands a feet should be cut
off on opposite sides in the worst way possible…”
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/11/iranian-koran-scholar-applykoran-533-protesters-andrew-bostom

Our Man at NATO: Trump Suddenly Finds Success

As the NATO meeting takes place, another, more vivid success of Mr.
Trump’s foreign policy can be seen in the tumult and upheavals in Iran.
Where the Obama administration appeased Iran while cold-shouldering
Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt, giving the ayatollahs a green light to
deploy nuclear weapons in ten years, Mr. Trump is squeezing Iran with
sanctions so severe that the regime is shaking.
https://www.nysun.com/foreign/our-man-at-nato-trump-suddenly-findssuccess/90926/

Israel/Palestinian
Authority
One Key Reason Why Trump Is a Truly Great
American President
Trump stated that denying Israel the right that every nation had, to
determine its own capital, was a challenge to its very status as an
independent nation: “Israel is a sovereign nation with the right like every
other sovereign nation to determine its own capital. Acknowledging this as
a fact is a necessary condition for achieving peace.”
Enraged, Mahmoud Abbas severed all diplomatic contact between the
Palestinian Authority and the United States. But unlike his predecessors,
Trump was not intimidated, and moved swiftly to make the embassy move
a reality: the new U.S. embassy in Jerusalem opened on May 14, 2018, the
seventieth anniversary of Israel’s independence. If future historians are
just judges, they will mark that as the day the U.S. stopped submitting to
bullying and began moving toward a more realistic foreign policy.
https://pjmedia.com/election/heres-one-reason-why-trump-is-one-of-thegreatest-presidents-in-american-history/

Sanctuary for Gays: Ignored or Jeered at by West
The gay community in the West, however, has evidently chosen
to ignore the plight of their friends living under the Palestinian Authority
(PA) in the West Bank and under Hamas in the Gaza Strip. Remarkably,
rather than reaching out to help the Palestinian LTBGQ members, several
gay groups in the West, including in the US, continue to spout hate against

Israel, the only country in the Middle East where the LTBGQ community
feels safe and secure. Members of the Palestinian LTBGQ community
continue to flee to Israel, where, unlike under the Hamas and Palestinian
Authority regimes, they are free to lead normal lives.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15232/gay-palestinians

Norway
Norway Qur’an-burning is being seized upon to
justify imposing international blasphemy laws
Even though one may object to burning the Qur’an (I do; I’d rather
people read and study it), it is a matter of the freedom of expression. If
someone burns the Bible, or the Bhagavad Gita, or The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, or any other book, no one will mind. Burning the Qur’an,
however, violates Islamic blasphemy law. By accepting that burning the
Qur’an is something that should be restricted and even criminalized, as
many in the West have done, Western authorities are opening the door for
the establishment of Muslims as a special class that is above the law, and
for the introduction of more Sharia into their countries. They’re striking a
massive blow against one of the core principles of their society, the
freedom of speech.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/12/norway-quran-burning-is-beingseized-upon-to-justify-imposing-international-blasphemy-laws

Norway's Top Cop Seems Baffled by Free Speech but Not by the Inviolability of the Koran
In reaction to this assault on their holy book, Norwegian Muslims got
worked up, Muslims in Pakistan and Turkey burned Norwegian flags, and
the Pakistani government called the Norwegian ambassador on the carpet.
At first, the Norwegian authorities seemed as spineless as they had been
during the 2006 Danish caricature crisis, when, in contrast to the
government in Copenhagen, which boldly defied demands by a dozen-odd
Muslim nations for an apology, the wimps in Oslo crawled like cowards.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15240/norway-free-speech-koran

United Kingdom
Muslim rape gang “passed around” 12-year-old girl
“like meat,” sold her for sex with men
The Qur’an teaches that Infidel women can be lawfully taken for sexual use
(cf. its allowance for a man to take “captives of the right hand,” 4:3, 4:24,
23:1-6, 33:50, 70:30). The Qur’an says: “O Prophet, tell your wives and
your daughters and the women of the believers to bring down over
themselves of their outer garments. That is more suitable that they will be
known and not be abused. And ever is Allah Forgiving and Merciful.”
(33:59)
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/12/uk-muslim-rape-gang-passedaround-12-year-old-girl-like-meat-sold-her-for-sex-with-men

United States
Who Quashed the Prosecution of The Leftists Who
Poisoned Robert Spencer?
Dr. Andrew Bostom, who is a practicing physician as well as a premier
researcher of jihad and Islamic antisemitism, examined the records of my
emergency room stay and wrote to me:
This was a dismissive work-up of a middle-aged man who was at risk for
potentially catastrophic acute illness: myocardial infarction, pulmonary
embolus, status asthmaticus, etc. ad nauseam, and who was already
suffering from tachycardia and tachypnea, with low sodium and detectable
levels of potentially toxic amphetamines clandestinely spiked into
something he drank unwittingly.
https://cms.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2019/12/who-quashed-prosecutionleftists-who-poisoned-robert-spencer

Georgia on My Mind
Today’s worldwide clash between globalism and national sovereignty is
reflected in American politics. The Leftist/Globalist axis has attacked the
America-first agenda of President Donald Trump and repeatedly attempted

to unseat him through impeachment, or defeat him in the 2020 presidential
election.
The difference between global trade and globalism is being intentionally
blurred to disguise globalism’s sinister objective of a New World Order of
internationalized one-world government. One of the essential requirements
for national sovereignty is a national currency. The United States dollar is
our country’s national currency. Globalists Kelly Loeffler and her husband
Jeffrey Sprecher support the internationalized cryptocurrency they are
promoting with Bakkt where trades will be conducted with Bitcoin instead
of fiat currency like the U.S. dollar.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/georgia-on-my-mind1

Other Articles
George Soros: A New Kind of Tyrant?
This is the man who has perfected the subversion of governments, who
has robbed failing states, and lavishly endowed every organization and
movement destructive of traditional Western society, from abolishing the
Electoral College to abolishing life itself if it is in utero, drug-addicted, or
senile. His ambition is without borders -- “The Soviet Empire is now the
Soros Empire.” “I’m the Pope’s boss now.” And so on, ad nauseum. Yet,
like other tyrants, he is untouchable. Those he has made richer and more
powerful protect him.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/12/george_soros_a_new_
kind_of_tyrant.html#ixzz67Ko62qRE

Pope Francis, 'The Song of Roland' and Imam AlTayeb
"The astonishing ignorance of these basic teachings [about Islam] on the
part of Pope Francis and his advisors doesn't make for a more harmonious
world: it makes for a more dangerous one", wrote William Kilpatrick in the
US magazine Crisis. "Those who buy into their fantasy view of Islam are in
for a rude surprise when they encounter the real thing".
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15228/pope-francis-imam-al-tayeb

The Push for Complete Transgender Conformity
The campaign on behalf of the gay community has been a huge success.
Still, when the LGBTQ lobby wants you not just to accommodate their
outlook, but also agree with it, fund it, and even encourage your children
to adopt it, they’ve gone too far. And when you’re guilty of a hate crime by
suggesting there are distinct biological differences between men and
women, or disagreeing with the notion that gender is only a choice, then
it’s time for a deep breath and a little perspective.
https://politichicks.com/2019/12/the-push-for-complete-transgenderconformity/

YouTubes
Documentary: “Beyond Jordan Peterson: Free
Speech on Campus”
In October 2016, a University of Toronto psychology professor named
Jordan Peterson gave an impassioned speech to student protesters in front
of Sidney Smith Hall. The events surrounding Peterson at the time would
spark a larger discussion about free speech on university campuses across
Canada that continues to this day. So, how did we get here? Is free speech
really under threat on university campuses today? Watch thiscumentary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAlZi6PCMeI

Former Muslim Bosch Fawstin, cautions Jews,
Christians against cowing to jihad
Muslim-raised artist, Bosch Fawstin, cautions westerners on empathy for
Islam, Palestine, and Muslim immigration during this stage of jihadism and
Islamist imperialism to dominate non-Muslim societies - with particular
focus on carving up Israel to fashion an oppressive, Islamic State of
Palestine, whose goal would be to eliminate Jews from Israel for the
Caliphate.
https://vimeo.com/364949470/7b9e37f37e

Katie Hopkins Video: They Plotted to Behead me
This new Glazov Gang episode features Katie Hopkins, U.K.’s freedom
fighter. Katie shares: They Plotted to Behead Me, unveiling when a female
Jihadi wants your head as a wedding present.
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/12/04/katie-hopkins-they-plotted-to-beheadme/

My Thoughts on the Transgender Movement with
David Icke
If you silence the opposition and intimidate them into silence through
abuse and all the rest of it that comes from that then you don’t have to win
the debate because there is no debate and your view will prevail.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwZFURZaIWY&feature=youtu.be&ap
p=desktop

China reports fourth plague case in a month
Could the plague spread to the U.S.? Fox News medical correspondent Dr.
Marc Siegel reacts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0gH9FcDElI&feature=youtu.be

We Remember
When Marc Lépine (Gamil Rodrique Gharbi) entered École Polytechnique on
December 6, 1989 with his legally registered Ruger-14 firearm (having
earlier completed a firearms safety course), his intention was to massacre
women. His years of abuse and eventual abandonment by his Algerian
father, a man totally contemptuous of women, cloned a son who turned
into a woman-hater too.
The best way to remember the 14 women who died on December 6, 1989
at École Polytechnique in Montreal is to recommit ourselves, women and
men, to the fight for women's liberation and an end to violence against
women. Today there will once again be vigils across the country. Let us

remember the 14 women who died that day 30 years ago and the
hundreds who have died since at the hands of violence and terrorism.

The Men Who Walked Away by Mark Steyn
https://www.steynonline.com/9892/men-walked-away
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